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TRANSFORM BOOKS  
INTO A  

DYSLEXIA FRIENDLY FORMAT.

OVERVIEW START 
Start with an overview of whet you have received. 

1. What did you have received? Check Indesign files? Inside - cover - start of 
the book - are you using the latest version if there are more indesign files and 
is everything complete? Are these complete linked to images and fonts that are 
used?

Did you received an pdf as example. Or is this the main document that you 
need to use to make the new book? Can you select the text in the pdf? 

2. If you have received a indesign file to work with. Make a copy before you 
change anything so you have a backup. For example type DYS in the name 
so this is clear your work file that you can use and the original files you can 
always fall back to. 

INSIDE 
Lets start with the inside of the book. This is most work and all needs to be 
changed from regular font to Dyslexie font and made dyslexia friendly. 

Setting things up will take the most time. IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBT about 
any settings SHOW IT FIRST before you do the rest of the book.

COLOR 
Most people with dyslexia need to really focus and concentrate to read.  
When the contrast is really high it makes reading hard. Most preferable choice 
for best balance of contrast is dark blue and of white paper. So Roman paper 
where all books are in printed in is good now to set the letters in dark blue. 

Remember that every color in CMYK is one print run and every print run will 
make a book more expansive. That is the reason the inside is black of the old 
book and we need to get it in blue color. Pantone Reflex Blue U is a good blue 
to use. This is an Pantone Solid uncoated ink. 

Go to the next page to see how you can set  
your color swatch so you can select it trough  
the book so on the end there is only one color  
used in the inside entire book. If this is not the  
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Is of course if the book 
meant to be full color on 
the end, work full color do 
not use Pantone color but 
CMYK. For the color of the 
letters you can use. 

C 100%  M 80%  Y 0%  K 0%

case you end up with a book that is more  
expensive to print. Or the color is not good  
representative and the images are falling away.   

SWATCHES

Go to your swatches in indesign. 

Make a new Swatch by selecting the top 
right corner and select new swatch. 

Go from CMYK to Pantone + Solid 
Uncoated

And type here Reflex and the Pantone 
Reflex blue will show up.

Now you can select this in all other 
menus like your Paragraph styles.
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IMAGE TO TEXT LINK 
Before you change allot in the book and 
the text is shifting trough the book. If 
there are allot of images in the book they 
are probably connected in what is stated 
in the text. If all text shift and you need 
to reset all images by look trough the 
text where it go to it is better to link 
the images to the text before. This saves 
allot of time. Like really hours.

So click on the image on the blue square 
and while click drag from the blue square 
to the place in the text where you want 
to link it to. When now something moves 
the image moves with the text. You can 
see it is linked because the blue square 
changed to anchor. No the image will 
move with the place in the text.

Now you can clean up the Swatches to be 
sure that all other colors are gone in the 
layout.

You have your swatches like below. And 
we can select all the colors and click on 
the trash can to remove them so we end 
up with and overview next to it. Sometimes 
a color is used somewhere in the book and 
it will pop up with a menu to replace the 
color with Reflex blue of-course. 

side note this is only the lay 
out not the images and logo’s 
that are used in the book.  
You need to change this later.
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IMAGES 
If there are images in the book itself or logo 
or brand they all need to be in the same color. 
Mostly they will be in the folder with links.  
Open the image in photoshop if it is a pixel image.

Go to Image > Modus > Grey

There will be a pop up window that warns  
you that you are removing all color information

side note check if the image 
is 300 dpi. 
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After modus gray than you need to select 
duo tone. A menu pop up and can select duo 
to mono tone. (We want one color) 

This is standard (first time only) black. 

Select by double click on the color and 
select 

Pantone+ Solid Uncoated > Reflex Blue 

Now every-time you select this option you 
will get Reflex blue immediately. 

When you save the file, save it as photoshop 
file and with the name blue in it so you have 
a good overview later of that all images in 
the book are replaced with the monotone 
blue version. And you have an original version 
image back up. 

Re-CONNECTING IMAGES

Go back to indesign and see the connection 
with the images. The images need to be 
reloaded to monotone blue versions.  
Now the images a good you need to load 
them in the book itself. So you end up with  
a list of images that are connected and end 
on ............. blue.psd 

side note Go to the page where the images 
is so you can see if the image is loaded  
correctly and there is no crop marks on them 
or something else
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PARAGRAPH STILES 
When you open an Indesign file you need to look into  
what the last graphic designer did. So most books that are 
done professional are done by paragraph stiles. This mean 
that when you change anything in the paragraph stile that 
this is linked to all text in the book and also be changed. 
As example for this is the body text / plain text when you 
want to change the color or the font or the size you can 
change the paragraph stile and the text in the whole book  
is changed. (if all text is linked to the paragraph stile) 

This is of course good for us so we can change a book  
and check if everything is good to send the printer.

  

WORK TIP 
When you start with the 
paragraph style select an part 
of the body text before you 
double click on the paragraph 
style. Look if the lower left 
corner preview is checked on. 
When you change something you 
can see what the effect is than 
changing something going out 
and in the menu. 

Why would you select a part 
of the text? First to see if the 
paragraph stile you select is 
the right one and in this way 
you can check the interline.  

INTERLINE 
The rule of thumb is when you 
select the text there are black 
selections squares around the 
text. When there is space 
between them the interline is 
correct. If you have more space 
left overall in the book more 
space would be preferable.
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TEXT SIZE 
Size of the text is important. The typeface is 
already designed to be in the same size a regular 
typeface would be used from child to adult. In 
mind that you do not want to change font size 
every time you use it. 

So on printed format 

0 - 4 years size 16pt

4 - 5 years size 14pt

5 - 9 years size 12pt

9 - 15 years size 10pt

15 - 100 years size 10 / 9pt

There is some extra space of around 20 page per 
book of 200 pages. Or 10 pages with 100 pages 
what you prefer. If changing the font and size 
takes to much it is time to let us know. Because 
a book can cost to much also. 

Sizes on screens are different but you are not 
building a website. 

Now we have done size and 
interline of the text. The spacing of 
the typeface is set already to good 
so you do not have to. So check 
if is set to Metric so it follows 
the design of the font. If you make 
a poster or a big title front book 
cover you can set it to optical. 

Un-check ligatures to be sure. 

Please check if the languish is set 
to the languish that is needed. 
This is important for distribute 
the sentences and words and level 
them out. 

side note From a year of 8 it 
depends on the person how 
server dyslexia it has. But it 
could be that 9 years and up 
you can use also size 10 pt. 
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1.  
All text need to be aligned left 
and not filled out. Because it is 
easier to start all lines on the 
same spot. So somebody with 
dyslexia does not wander around 
when going to next sentence. 

2.  
If there is indentation of the text with a new paragraph. It is good to show  
when there is a new paragraph. But preferable is when there is space between  
the paragraphs. This breaks the text in different readable chunks. And it is no big 
wall of text when you start with reading. There is a new option in Indesign 2019 that 
you can separate the paragraphs. It would be a luxury if is a full enter size between 
paragraphs but realistic it will be more around 2 mm or 4 mm size between paragraph.

3.  
Text to a grid. Sometimes you get a design where the text is stuck to a grid. By now 
you have changed the typeface to Dyslexie. You can see what the interline is and if it 
is good keep it. If it do not fit please remove stick to grid. 

Never split words on the end of a columns. 
Just uncheck the check box. This less 
confusion when the words are not split 
while reading.   

JUSTIFY 
Never justify text fully size of the column. 
Just align everything to the left of the 
column. And set the rest as the image next  
to the text. Everything as close to 100% 
spacing of the text. The spacing is one of  
the most important things of reading a text, 
either if the spacing between words are to 
big or to small it is not good. The typeface is 
designed with the correct spacing. There is a 
little bit of margin between the words itself 
90% minimal 100% optimal and 110% maximal.

1

2

3
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Why not fully justify, this is because when the sentences are different of length it 
is easier see where you are when reading and also all spacings between the words 
and letters keep the same. There are no spacing gapes while reading what are really 
distracting while reading. 

And the overview of the page will not come as a wall of text what is really 
discouraging. 

COLOR PARAGRAPH 
Color of the letters are as mentioned before 
blue. We have already set the color Pantone 
Reflex Blue in the Swatches and this will 
show up in the paragraph style right now. 

So you can select right now for use in  
the paragraph style.   

EPUB 
If we ever wanted to export it later on to 
e-book we need to set here the label to p 
from plain text. If you make a heading use in 
sequence h1 for the biggest heading if you 
have sub headings just use h2. 

If you use italic but still as regular reading 
still mark it as p from plain text. So when 
they make an epub from it will be set 
correctly in the e reader.
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TEXT DETAILS 

Now we have set up paragraph stiles for the book we have a good 
start.

SHIFT + ENTER is a soft enter if you do only ENTER it is hard enter 
means new paragraph

But there are a lot of details that can make reading more 
fluently. And that is what we want is that the reader glides 
trough the book.

Below is an example of text that we are gonna use to show  
some examples. 

When people ask me what we grow in Grandad’s garden, I think 
they expect the answer to be cucumbers, tomatoes or runner 
beans. I don’t think they expect the answer to be dragons. But 
there it is. We grow dragons. And I can tell you this – they’re 
a lot more trouble than cucumbers.

.DOT COMMA,

Lets start with a dot and comma this is something that most people 
with dyslexia mis while reading. It is important because it separate 
parts of the sentences and it also divide so you know what an part 
means. It is also a break. 

The rule we use is when a dot or comma is almost on the end of an 
sentence and after words there is one word. Just mos that word to 
the next sentence. In this way you help the reader by making it extra 
clear.
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(when the sentence is something that is said by, someone,   
in that case please keep the word after the comma there  
so it is more clear who has said it.)   

When people ask me what we grow in Grandad’s garden, I think 
they expect the answer to be cucumbers, tomatoes or runner 
beans. I don’t think they expect the answer to be dragons.  
But there it is. We grow dragons. And I can tell you this – 
they’re a lot more trouble than cucumbers.

2 words so you 
can leave it.

1 word so can 
be place to  
the next line

When people ask me what we grow in Grandad’s garden, I think 
they expect the answer to be cucumbers, tomatoes or runner 
beans. I don’t think they expect the answer to be dragons. But 
there it is. We grow dragons. And I can tell you this – they’re 
a lot more trouble than cucumbers.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

.DOT COMMA,

Example step one you look for. One word after dot or comma on  
the end of beginning of a sentence. 
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THE “THE”

Now we have the text below and now we added for example “the” to the text. 
The “the” is on the end of a sentence is really part of the next word. So better  
to move it to the beginning of the next sentence. 

So what i did is i see “, I think” above the “the” so move the “I think” so i  
take the comma with this move the to the next line. So i do 2 things at once  
and it is better balanced in the sentences. 

No you see that “dragons.” is the only word on the new line. Just shift enter “be” 
and “you” below will also go to the next line 

When people ask me what we grow in Grandad’s garden, I think 
they expect the answer to be cucumbers, tomatoes or the 
runner beans. I don’t think they expect the answer to be 
dragons. But there it is. We grow dragons. And I can tell you 
this – they’re a lot more trouble than cucumbers.

When people ask me what we grow in Grandad’s garden,  
I think they expect the answer to be cucumbers, tomatoes or 
the runner beans. I don’t think they expect the answer to be 
dragons. But there it is. We grow dragons. And I can tell you 
this – they’re a lot more trouble than cucumbers.

When people ask me what we grow in Grandad’s garden,  
I think they expect the answer to be cucumbers, tomatoes or 
the runner beans. I don’t think they expect the answer to  
be dragons. But there it is. We grow dragons. And I can tell 
you this – they’re a lot more trouble than cucumbers.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE




